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NOTE:  
THESE ITEMS ARE TRANSFER ONLY PERMISSION. 
 
The vending machine box (mBOX) measures 0.5 x 0.92 x 2.128 meters.  The main 
box is a prim with all other items mesh. There is a large display on the front upper 
part that changes every 30 seconds.  The display contains 12 images, one for each 
selection button.  There are 12 selection buttons, one for each beverage.   
 
The mBOX comes as a local load (-LOAD) or a Casper headless vendor (-
CASPER).  The Load has 96 numbered beverages in each of the 12 buttons for a 
total of 1,152.  Each button has a script that will give one available beverage to the 
person that touched it. The Casper buttons have the Headless script set to the 
product for that button.  Left and right clicks on the button will bring up the vendor 
menus like any other Casper vendor.  
 
Transfer only items can be obtained by anyone, passed around, and traded.  Each 
can is delivered unpackaged and ready to use. You can request a specific set of cans 
for your custom mBOX.  
  
The default rotations for the can are (x:358.85001, y:73.95001, z:190.09999). 
Depending on the label design, you’ll probably want to adjust the rotations for your 
desires. The can is a Mesh creation with its top images (open and closed) by Jenny 
Collazo. The script is by Blu Heron and provided by Jenny.  
 
FEATURES  
 

• Single cans come ready to use.  
 

• Cans are labeled and contain the script and animation inside.  
 

• The animation script swaps the top texture out for open when being worn.  
 

• Transfer only items. 
 

 
HOLOVEND VIEW & DEMOS  
You can see these items inworld at the Beverages Area on the HoloVendors in 
Milda.    
 
TOS  
TCGWS TOS: https://thunderchild.net/SL/doc/TCGWS-TOS.pdf.    
Second Life Terms of Service https://www.lindenlab.com/legal/second-life-terms-and-conditions  
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UNPACKING   
The mBOX comes unpackaged and ready to use.  A second item may come when 
purchased inworld on Casper Venders, otherwise see related items in the 
marketplace.  Custom order multi-items purchases are discounted and come in a 
decorative crate. The crate has a label on one side. The label changes on touch and 
has the product label, a blank, info, and other images.  
 
CasperVend items will show up in your Objects Folder. SL Marketplace will go to 
your Received Items Folder.   
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
The TCGWS project homepage is https://thunderchild.net.  Grab the free product 
"Business & Artist Information" from the SL MP or CasperVend in-World.  Contact AJ 
Leibengeist aka Thunderchild Allen inworld for questions or issues.   
 
AVAILABILITY  
These products are available in Second Life. Some of the product textures are 
available in real-life at online storefronts.  For links, visit my homepage or snag the 
Business Information HUD from SL MP. 
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